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Presentation outline 

1. The roots of Thailand’s 
long crisis 

2. Restoration: The twin 
coups of 2006 and 2014 

3. An existential search for a 
new moving balance 

4. Global ripple effects 
5. Scenarios and prospects 



1. The roots of Thailand’s 
long crisis 
¢  A monarchy-centered political order rebuilt and 

reshaped after 1932-58 
¢  A monarchy-military symbiotic relationship 
¢  A Cold War fighting machine: monarchy, 

military and bureaucracy 
¢  This political order became a victim of its twin 

successes: communism at bay + development 
¢  Development and modernization in 1960s-90s 

culminated with the rise of abusive and astute 
Thaksin from new elites in early 21st century 

¢  Democratization headway; monarchy holds 
¢  Between loyal subjects and informed citizens 



2. Restoration: the twin 
coups of 2006 and 2014 
¢  The Thai coup cycle and pattern 
¢  The 2006 and 2014 coups in comparison; from 

half-baked to all-in 
¢  2014 concentrates power, delegates less, 

maintains direct control, lockdown 
¢  NCPO Politburo under Gen. Prayut Chan-ocha: 

interim constitution, National Legislative 
Assembly, Prime Minister, Cabinet, National 
Reform Council, Constitution-drafting committee 

¢  Reaction and regression in the face of 21st-
century changes and dynamics 



3. An existential search for a 
new moving balance  
¢  No exit from elections and democracy 
¢  International norms, technologies, absence of 

Cold War, globalisation 
¢  Electoral winners not allowed to rule; losers 

can’t win election; lousy opposition party 
¢  Democratic rule can be manipulated and 

monopolised (e.g. Thaksin regime) 
¢  Moral authority from unelected sources 

appears untenable 
¢  A contentious “Thai-style” democracy 
¢  A recalibrated political order is imperative 



4. Global ripple effects 
¢ U.S., EU, Australia initial reactions to 

Thai junta; Japan “in and out” 
¢ China’s and India’s fair-weather 
¢ Mixed ASEAN responses; Indonesia 

and the Philippines stood up, the rest 
sat out; esp. Myanmar and Cambodia 

¢ Geopolitics of mainland and maritime 
Southeast Asia 

¢ Thai coup consequences for 
Southeast Asia’s democratization; 
Indonesia, Myanmar, Cambodia, etc. 



4. Global ripple effects 
(cont.) 
¢ Post-coup Thai-US “treaty” relations 
¢ Coup implications for US foreign 

policy strategy in Asia 
¢ Pivot and rebalance losing credibility? 
¢ US in maritime Southeast Asia (i.e. 

South China Sea) 
¢ China’s orbit in mainland Southeast 

Asia 
¢ Thai role in US near-term outlook? 
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5. Scenarios and prospects  
¢  Best case: roadmap, policy directions, growth, 

war on corruption, NCPO maintains integrity 
with absolute power, new constitution, elections 
by end-2015, democracy returns, army rests 

¢  Worst case: PM Prayuth, NLA, Cabinet, NRC, 
CDC institutionalise NCPO power into political/
electoral processes; provoke dissent and 
opposition; arbitrary policy reforms; looming 
showdown; vacuum; perfect tsunami 

¢  Mixed bag as base case: some anti-corruption; 
some corruption; nepotism; solid interim growth; 
NCPO institutionalisation; inevitable showdown 

¢  Reconciling monarchy and democracy; why 
Thailand is likely to ride out self-inflicted storm 


